Curriculum learning has been successfully used in reinforcement learning to accelerate the learning process, through knowledge transfer between tasks of increasing complexity. Critical tasks, in which suboptimal exploratory actions must be minimized, can benefit from curriculum learning, and its ability to shape exploration through transfer. We propose a task sequencing algorithm maximizing the cumulative return, that is, the return obtained by the agent across all the learning episodes. By maximizing the cumulative return, the agent not only aims at achieving high rewards as fast as possible, but also at doing so while limiting suboptimal actions. We experimentally compare our task sequencing algorithm to several popular metaheuristic algorithms for combinatorial optimization, and show that it achieves significantly better performance on the problem of cumulative return maximization. Furthermore, we validate our algorithm on a critical task, optimizing a home controller for a micro energy grid.
Introduction
Curriculum learning (CL) has gained popularity in reinforcement learning as a means to guide exploration in complex tasks [Shao et al., 2018; Wu and Tian, 2017] . The agent is led to learn, in simple tasks, knowledge that can be successfully generalized and exploited in larger tasks. A central aspect of curriculum learning is task sequencing, since the order in which the tasks are executed is a major factor in the quality of a curriculum. The goal of automatic curriculum generation, so far, has been to reach the optimal policy faster, with sequencing algorithms minimizing a transfer learning metric called time-to-threshold [Taylor and Stone, 2009] . Time-to-threshold measures the total training time, along the whole curriculum, to achieve a given performance threshold (in terms of cumulative reward). Therefore, having an estimate of the quality of the optimal policy, it is possible to obtain a curriculum which reaches the optimal policy faster than learning from scratch. However, in this setting, while the time to reach the optimal policy is minimized, the behavior of the agent during learning is not taken into account.
We consider the novel case, for CL, in which an agent needs to learn online in a critical task, in which exploration is costly, and therefore the number of suboptimal actions during exploration should be minimized. An example of this setting is control for smart-grid agents, which while learning consume real energy from the grid. For this class of problems, it is desirable not only to learn the optimal policy quickly, but also to reach it with the smallest possible amount of suboptimal exploration. By means of illustration, consider the graph in Figure 1 . The two learning curves have the same time-tothreshold, but one achieves a higher return than the other in every episode. Such a learning behavior is preferable, and is the objective of our optimization.
In this paper, we introduce a novel use of curriculum learning, in order to provide the optimal initial knowledge resulting in the minimum amount of exploration in critical tasks. We propose to adopt the cumulative return, rather than timeto-threshold, as the objective function for task sequencing. Furthermore, we introduce a novel heuristic search algorithm tailored for the resulting sequencing problem, and we experimentally show that it outperforms three popular metaheuristic algorithms, on several tasks. Lastly, we validate our method on a real critical domain: the optimization of a home controller for a micro-grid environment. We show that through curriculum learning, the agent can save a considerable amount of energy during exploration.
Related Work
Curriculum Learning in reinforcement learning is an increasingly popular field, with successful examples of applica-tions in first-person shooter games [Wu and Tian, 2017; Wu et al., 2018] , real-time strategy games [Shao et al., 2018] , and real-world robotics applications [Riedmiller et al., 2018] .
Curricula can be considered within a particular environment, where the curriculum is obtained, for instance, by sequencing the initial and goal states [Asada et al., 1996; Sukhbaatar et al., 2018; Florensa et al., 2018] , or by defining additional auxiliary tasks [Riedmiller et al., 2018] . Curricula can also be generated at the task level, where the tasks to be scheduled may have different environment dynamics, and the agent learns in one environment, before moving on to the next. Our sequencing approach is designed for the latter case.
In task-level CL, the knowledge transfer between different environments plays a crucial role. Similar problems have been considered in multi-task reinforcement learning [Wilson et al., 2007] , and lifelong learning [Ruvolo and Eaton, 2013] , where the agent attempts to maximize its performance over the entire set of tasks, which may not all be related to one another. Conversely, in curriculum learning, the intermediate tasks are generated specifically to be part of the curriculum, and the curriculum is optimized for a pre-specified set of final tasks.
The automatic generation of curricula [Da Silva and Costa, 2019] has been divided into two sub-problems: task generation [Narvekar et al., 2016; Da Silva and Costa, 2018] , that is the problem of creating a set of tasks such that transferring from them is most likely beneficial for the final task; and task sequencing [Svetlik et al., 2017; Narvekar et al., 2017; Da Silva and Costa, 2018; Foglino et al., 2019] , whereby previously generated tasks are optimally selected and ordered. Current methods for task sequencing attempt to determine the optimal order of tasks either with [Narvekar et al., 2017; Baranes and Oudeyer, 2013] or without [Svetlik et al., 2017; Da Silva and Costa, 2018] executing the tasks. All task sequencing methods mentioned above are heuristic algorithms tailored to the minimization of time-to-threshold. In this paper, we propose to maximize the cumulative return instead, and propose a novel heuristic algorithm for the resulting optimization problem.
Background

Reinforcement Learning
We model tasks as episodic Markov Decision Processes. An MDP is a tuple S, A, p, r, γ , where S is the set of states, A is the set of actions, p : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the transition function, r : S × A → R is the reward function and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. Episodic tasks have absorbing states, that are states that can never be left, and from which the agent only receives a reward of 0.
For each time step t, the agent receives an observation of the state and takes an action according to a policy π :
The aim of the agent is to find the optimal policy π * that maximizes the expected discounted return
, where t M is the maximum length of the episode. Sarsa(λ) is a learning algorithm that takes advantage of an estimate of the value function q π (s,
We represent the value function with either a linear function approximator, or a deep neural network.
Curriculum learning leverages transfer learning to transfer knowledge through the curriculum, in order to benefit a final task. Transfer takes place between pairs of tasks, referred to as the source and the target of the transfer. We use a transfer learning method based on value function transfer [Taylor and Stone, 2009] , which uses the learned source q-values, representing the knowledge acquired in the source task, to initialize the value function of the target task.
Combinatorial Optimization
Combinatorial Optimization (CO) problems are characterized by the goal of finding the optimal configuration of a set of discrete variables. The most popular approaches in this field, called metaheuristics, are approximate algorithms, that do not attempt to search the solution space completely, but give up global optimality in favor of finding a good solution more quickly. Metaheuristics are applicable to a large class of optimization problems, and are the most appropriate methods for black-box combinatorial optimization, when a particular structure of the objective function (for instance, convexity) cannot be exploited. Task sequencing is one such black-box problem, therefore we selected three of the most popular metaheuristics algorithms for comparison with our search method: Tabu Search [Glover, 1989] , Genetic Algorithm [Goldberg, 1989] , and Ant Colony Search [Dorigo et al., 1991] . Tabu Search is a trajectory based algorithm, which starting from a single random instance searches through the neighborhood of the current solution for an improvement. Genetic Algorithm and Ant Colony Search are population based algorithms, that start from a set of candidate solutions, and improve them iteratively towards successive areas of interest.
Problem Definition
Let T be a finite set of MDPs constituting the candidate intermediate tasks. We define, in the context of this work, a curriculum as a sequence of tasks in T without repetitions: Definition.
[Curriculum] Given a set of tasks T , a curriculum over T of length l is a sequence of tasks c = m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m l where each m i ∈ T , and ∀i,
We assume that the agent learns each task until convergence, and that each task serves the purpose of learning one additional skill. Let F be a finite set of MDPs constituting the final tasks. These are the tasks of interest, and for a curriculum to be valuable, it must provide an advantage over learning the final tasks directly.
Critical Task Scenario
We target the following scenario: one or more critical tasks of interest must be learned online, by limiting suboptimal actions as much as possible. The aim of the curriculum is to provide the best possible initial knowledge so as to shape exploration in the final tasks. We assume that a simulator is available, to train the agent while generating the curriculum. We are primarily interested in optimizing the behavior of the agent for the real final tasks, and we consider the time spent generating the curriculum in simulation as a sunk cost. This setting is common to many real-world applications, where simulators are available, and real-world exploration is costly. For instance, it largely applies to robotics.
Optimization Problem
For the setting described above, we consider the most appropriate objective function to be the expected cumulative return J : T × F → R:
where G i f is the return obtained by the agent in the final task m f ∈ F at episode i, and N is the maximum number of episodes executed in the final task. Analogous objectives have been considered in the literature in the case of singletask exploration (regret [Jaksch et al., 2010] ), and transfer learning (area under the curve [Taylor and Stone, 2009] , and area ratio [Lazaric, 2012] ).
Let C T l be the set of all curricula over T of length l. In the rest of this paper we will drop the superscript wherever the set of candidate tasks is implicit. We define C ≤L := L l=1 C l as the set of all curricula of length at most L.
We consider the problem of finding an optimal curriculum c * of a given maximum length L, maximizing the cumulative return over all final tasks,
This optimization problem is entirely solved in simulation, that is, all tasks, including the final ones, are simulated tasks. Simulated final tasks are models of the expected real tasks, and having more than one prevents the curriculum from overfitting to a particular simulated task.
The return G i f obtained by the agent in each episode for a given final task is a random variable, which depends on the dynamics of the task, the initial knowledge of the agent, and the exploration algorithms employed. The expectation cannot be computed exactly, and must be estimated from a number of trials. The resulting objective function does not have an explicit definition, therefore Problem 2 is black-box, and it is in general nonsmooth, nonconvex, and even discontinuous. Furthermore, the optimization problem is constrained to a combinatorial feasible set. These characteristics do not allow us to resort to methods for general Mixed-Integer NonLinear Programs, or standard Derivative-Free methods. The most appropriate class of optimization algorithms for this type of problem is the class of metaheuristc algorithms, introduced in Section 3.2.
Heuristic Algorithm for Task Sequencing
While metaheuristc algorithms are quite general and broadly applicable, it is possible to devise specific heuristic methods targeted at particular problems. In this section, we introduce Heuristic Task Sequencing for Cumulative Return (HTS-CR).
We take advantage of the following insight: the quality of a particular task sequence is strongly affected by the efficacy of knowledge transfer, and transfer between certain pairs of tasks is much more effective than others. Therefore, our algorithm starts by considering all pairs of tasks, in order to assess which ones are good sources for which targets. It also determines which tasks are the best candidates to be head of the curriculum, or tail, that is, the last task before the final tasks. The method is shown in Algorithm 1.
This first phase, expanded in Algorithm 2, consists in evaluating all curricula of length 2 (Line 4), and sort them (Line 5), with the best curriculum first. At Line 9 and 10 the algorithm assignes a score to each task: the better the length-2 curriculum it belongs to, the lower the score. These scores are returned by the function EvaluatePairs. H ← Best(heads,I) // I tasks with lowest score 10:
T ← Best(tails,J) // J tasks with lowest score 11:
for l from 3 to L do
12:
forh ∈ H andt ∈ T s.t.h =t do end for 24: end for 25: return c
After this initial phase, Algorithm 1 uses the computed scores to determine the order in which curricula are evaluated. The underline intuition is the following: the most promising head and tail tasks are tried first, and shorter curricula are evaluated before longer ones. At each round r (Line 3), one more task is added to the set of candidate heads (Line 9) or tails (Line 10) alternatively. For each length up to the maximum length (Line 11), and for all pairs of tasks, one from the head set H,h, and one from the tail set T ,t, the algorithm generates all the permutations of the remaining tasks in H ∪ T (Line 14). It then appendsh at the beginning, andt at the end, creating a full curriculum, which, if not considered before (Line 17) is evaluated by running the corresponding HTS-CR has no parameters other than the maximum length of the curricula to be searched, which can be exchanged for a different stopping criterion, such as a maximum budget of curricula evaluations. We intentionally left out all curricula of length 1, since our heuristic would not have any meaningful order among them. They could be evaluated in a preliminary phase in any order. We will show experimentally in the next section that, after the initial cost of evaluating all curricula of length 2, the solutions found are quickly close to optimal.
Heuristic Search Evaluation
We organize the experimental evaluation into two parts. The first part, described in this section, has the aim of evaluating our heuristic search against some of the most popular optimization algorithms applicable to our problem formulation: Tabu Search, Genetic Algorithm, and Ant Colony Search. We compare against general metaheuristics because all previous algorithms for task sequencing are designed for a different objective function, time-to-threshold, and cannot be applied to cumulative return maximization.
Metaheuristic Adaptation
Despite the generality of metaheuristc algorithms, all the one we chose must be adapted to the particular problem at hand. In this section we describe how each one has been tailored to the problem of task sequencing.
In Tabu Search (TS) [Glover, 1989] , we create the neighborhood of a current curriculum by: generating a list of curricula R composed of all the curricula obtained by removing from, or adding to, the last task in the current best curriculum; and generating all curricula resulting from any pairwise swap of any two tasks of a curriculum in R. We empty the tabu list of size T , when full, following a FIFO strategy. In our experiments T = 30.
For Genetic Algorithm (GA) [Goldberg, 1989] , we set the initial population as Q randomly sampled curricula from C ≤L . At each iteration we select two parent curricula with a roulette wheel selection. Given two parent curricula we generate a new population of Q candidate curricula by applying a standard single point cross over at randomized lengths along each parent gene (sequence of intermediate tasks). Each cross over step produces two children curricula and the process is repeated until Q children curricula are created. We also included a form of elitism in order to improve the performance of the algorithm by adding the parents to the population they generated. Genetic algorithms also include the definition of a mutation operator. In our implementation this acts on each candidate curriculum in the newly generated population with probability p m . The mutation can be of two equally probable types: task-wise mutation, which given a candidate curriculum of length l, changes each of its intermediate tasks with probability equal to 1/l; length-wise mutation, where equal probability is given to either dropping or adding a new source at a randomly selected position of a candidate curriculum. In our experiments Q = 50 and p m = 0.5.
For Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [Dorigo et al., 1991] , each agent in the colony moves towards the goal by adding a new intermediate task to the current candidate curriculum c which represents the trail walked by the ant. Given a source task m i its probability of being selected is
The variable τ mi represents the quantity of pheromone on task m i while following the current candidate curriculum c. The visibility I mi is calculated as the performance improvement obtained by adding task m i to the current candidate curriculum when positive, and zero otherwise. Parameters α and β control the influence of the pheromone versus the improvement, while K is a threshold to control from what pheromone value the search starts to take it into account. The pheromone evaporation rate is specified with the parameter ρ while the maximum level of pheromone to be accumulated over a candidate solution is set to f max . In our experiments α = 1, β = 1.2, K = 5, f max = 50, ρ = 0.2 and the number of ants is 20. The parameters of all algorithms have been fine-tuned manually across all experiments.
Domains
We use two domains implemented within the software library Burlap 1 . Both domains have been previously used for CL [Svetlik et al., 2017; Narvekar et al., 2017; Da Silva and Costa, 2018; Foglino et al., 2019] .
GridWorld
GridWorld is an implementation of an episodic grid-world domain. Each cell can be free, or occupied by a fire, pit, or treasure. The agent can move in the four cardinal directions, and the actions are deterministic. The reward is −2500 for entering a pit, −500 for entering a fire, −250 for entering the cell next to a fire, and 200 for entering a cell with the treasure. The reward is −1 in all other cases. The episodes terminate under one of these three conditions: the agent falls into a pit, reaches the treasure, or executes a maximum number of actions.
BlockDude
BlockDude is a puzzle game (Figure 2) where the agent has to stack boxes in order to climb over walls and reach the exit.
The available actions are moving left, right, up, pick up a box and put down a box. The agent receives a reward of −1 for each action taken, and an episode terminates when a maximum number of actions is executed.
Experiments
For both domains we computed and analyzed all curricula within the given maximum length, so that, for each experiment, we know the globally optimal curriculum.
We ran two sets of experiments per domain, one in which the number of tasks is high and the maximum length is low, and one in which, on the contrary, the number of tasks is low, but the maximum length is high. For BlockDude, Experiment 1 (Figure 3 ) has parameters n = 18 and L = 3, while in Experiment 2 n = 9 and L = 5. For GridWorld, Experiment 3 (Figure 3 ) has parameters n := |T | = 12 and L = 4, while in Experiment 4 n = 7, and L = 7. For both domains, the intermediate tasks have been generated manually using methods from Narvekar et al. [2017] , by varying the size of the environment, and adding and removing elements (pits and fires in GridWorld, and columns and movable blocks in BlockDude). We intentionally created both tasks that provide positive and negative transfer towards the final task, in order to test the ability of the sequencing algorithm to choose the most appropriate ones. In Figure 2 we show, as an example, the intermediate tasks and relative final task for the second experiment in the BlockDude domain. Each of the four experiments has a different final task and set of intermediate tasks. All tasks are run for a number of episodes that ensures that the agent has converged to the optimal policy, determined at the time of task generation. Each curriculum was repeated for 10 epochs, and expected cumulative return approximated with the average. The agent learns with Sarsa(λ) using Tile Coding, while exploring with -greedy 2 . In Figure 3 we compare HTS-CR against the metaheuristic methods described in Section 6.1. The four plots, one for each experiment, show the value of the best curriculum over
Real-world Validation
The second experiment is aimed at validating the proposed use of curriculum learning in a realistic scenario. We set out to show that an appropriate curriculum can "prepare" the agent better than the traditional approach of learning the optimal policy in the simulated task and then transfer it.
MGEnv Domain
MGEnv is a simulated micro-grid domain modeled out of real data from the PecanStreet Inc. database. The domain includes historical data about hourly energy consumption and solar energy generation of different buildings from January 2016 to December 2018. A task in this domain is defined by the combination of three elements: the model of the electrical device to optimize; the user's monthly schedule, specifying the days in which the user wishes to run the device; the month of simulation, with the energy generation and consumption of the given building. The device we used behaves as a timeshifting load: once started it runs for several time steps and cannot be interrupted before the end of its routine. This is the most challenging type of device present in the database. The goal is to find the best time of day to run the given device, optimizing direct use of the generated energy, while respecting the user's device schedule. The agent receives a reward of 30 when the device energy consumption is fully covered by the energy generated by the building, −10 when energy not generated by the building is used and −200 if the device is not run accordingly to the user schedule.
Experiments
We developed a DeepRL agent for the MGEnv domain with an Actor-Critic architecture, using Proximal Policy Optimization [Schulman et al., 2017] , and Progressive Neural Networks [Rusu et al., 2016] , for value function transfer.
All the tasks in this domain are for the control of the same electric device. We created 10 final tasks using the same month and user schedule, but different buildings. We divided them into a training and test set of 5 tasks each. Without CL, a natural approach would be to learn the optimal policy for one of the source tasks in the training set, and transfer the optimal value function to a target task in the test set. We created n = 5 intermediate tasks, by selecting a combination of schedule, month and building from a set of 3 schedules, 5 months and 3 buildings. Some of these tasks are easier to learn than others, providing the basis for the curriculum. We optimized the curriculum with HTS-CR over the training set with a maximum length L = 4, repeating each evaluation 5 times to estimate the cumulative return. The best curriculum was found after 37 curriculum evaluations. We then took the value function after the tail of the curriculum, before the final tasks, and transferred it to each of the 5 tasks in the test set. We evaluated the performance of the agent initialized from the curriculum, and compared it to the behavior of the agent initialized from single-target transfer. Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment. The curriculum was generated using all the training tasks together, and evaluated over each one of the 5 test tasks separately. Therefore, the plotted results are the average over 5 runs with 95% confidence intervals. Single-task transfer, on the other hand, was trained on each one of the training tasks and evaluated on each test task, resulting in the average over 25 runs. We show that, on average, initializing the learning from the curriculum achieves a higher cumulative return than initializing from the optimal value function of one of the source tasks. Our approach used 54% less energy, on average, from external sources. The results show that a curriculum generated from simulated tasks can indeed generalize to similar, real, tasks (recall that all the data in these simulations is from real buildings) and provide a significant improvement of the behavior during learning. 
Conclusions
We introduced a novel setting for curriculum learning in reinforcement learning, with the aim of shaping exploration in critical tasks. Furthermore, we introduced HTS-CR, a heuristic algorithm for task sequencing, and experimentally demonstrated that it outperforms several popular metaheuristc algorithms. We validated our approach on a home micro-grid controller, based on real data, showing that the knowledge provided by the curriculum is on average a more appropriate initialization than the optimal policy of a simulated task.
